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IMPRESSIONS OF AN AUSTRALIAN VISIT 

by Lars Thorborg* 

____________________________________________________________ 

[This piece was published in the Jun/Jul 2000 edition of JazzChord.] 

rom February 26-March 10, 2000, I was very fortunate to visit Australia. I stayed in 

Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney. Here are some of my experiences and impressions. 

First of all I would like to say thanks to Eric Myers, the National Jazz Development 

Officer, for his invitation to visit Australia; Ian Scobie from the fourth Australian Performing 

Arts Market; and of course the Audience Development division of the Australia Council for 

their support. This was my first trip to Australia and, I must admit, I hope I will be able to 

return some day and catch up with a little more of the land, the people and the jazz 

environment. Australia is an interesting land to visit. The blend of European culture, some 

American ideas and dreams, and a strong Asian influence make the continent very exciting 

and challenging in which to be a guest. It was a very pleasant experience to watch how well 

the integration of people from many countries with very different cultural backgrounds has 

succeeded. We could learn a lot about that in Denmark and Europe. 

My journey started in Adelaide during the Performing Arts Market. It was once again 

inspiring to meet people working in the cultural field. I went to many showcase 

performances and was very charmed by Graeme Leak and his one-man performance The Art 

of Noises. Also Linsey Pollack was a funny cat. First his duo with Jessica Ainsworth Twenty 

Sets of Headphones and later I saw his amazing show The Art of Food. 

During my stay in Adelaide I had the pleasure of meeting Sue Spence, Schmoe Elhay and the 

musicians from Wanderlust. Unfortunately Wanderlust performed as an opening act at an 

outdoor rock-like setting, which didn’t support their music. Anyway I have two of their CDs  

 

Wanderlust, L-R, Adam Armstrong, James Greening, Fabian Hevia, Alister Spence, 

Jeremy Sawkins, Miroslav Bukovsky: they performed at PAM at an outdoor rock-like 

setting… 

_______________________________________________________________ 

* In 2000 Lars Thorborg was music director of the Copenhagen Jazzhouse, Denmark. 
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which I often listen to. I would like to support Margaret Reines’s statement reported in the 

last issue [Apr/May, 2000] of JazzChord: it would be nice if the Performing Arts Market had 

some more jazz showcases and some more delegates from the jazz field. 

 

Willow Neilson Quartet heard by Lars Thorborg at Side On Café: Bottom of shot Craig 

Simon, then clockwise Gerard Masters, Willow Neilson, Brendan Clarke…PHOTO CREDIT 

SALLY FLECK 

Sydney was my next destination. It was truly a mind-blowing kick to see the Harbour Bridge 

and Utzon’s world famous Opera House there just in front of me. Later on I went to The Side 

On Café, the important jazz club in the city. A nice club with splendid food, a young and 

enthusiastic audience and a strong musical profile. SIMA is doing nice programming there. I 

met Peter Rechniewski and I immediately had a warm feeling. You don’t have to say many 

words before you can feel - hey, we are both members of the global jazz family. At the Side 

On Café on various nights I heard Mike Nock Trio, Willow Neilson Quartet and Bernie 

McGann Trio, and the club had a real warm and comfortable atmosphere which really 

supported the music. I was a little surprised when I discovered that they only had music 

three nights a week. In a city like Sydney with 5.7 million inhabitants, I had expected more 

jazz activity but, of course, it is just like in Denmark and in Europe. It is not possible to 

present high quality live jazz unless you have strong financial support from public and/or 

private sources. 

Melbourne was very different from Sydney. More relaxed - in a good sense. I loved all the 

trees in the streets, the old tramways and the whole atmosphere. The main jazz club was 

Bennetts Lane, open every day all year around. It was a very nice club, with a tasteful setting 

and a great, numerous audience even on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday nights. I heard the 

Browne Haywood Stevens Trio, and a new septet led by Jamie Oehlers. Both very strong and 

convincing. I had a nice and interesting conversation with Michael Tortoni, the owner of 

Bennetts Lane, which he runs on a straight commercial basis. I am employed in a non-profit 

jazz club in Copenhagen, but still we had a lot in common. First of all the love for the music - 
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the jazz. Second we found out that we had very different conditions under which to run a jazz 

club. And last but not least we found out that the level of musicians’ fees was far apart. 

 

L-R, Allan Browne, Nick Haywood & Tim Stevens. Their strong and convincing trio heard 

by Denmark’s Lars Thorborg at Bennetts Lane ... 

At Bennetts I met a lot of musicians so my collection of Australian jazz on CD grew 

substantially. I really had the feeling that Bennetts is a strong centrepoint for Melbourne’s 

jazz environment. Together with Adrian Jackson I had the very best dinner at the Mask of 

China restaurant, and he told me about how they built up first the Wangaratta Jazz Festival 

and, for the last three years, the Melbourne International Jazz Festival as well. I would like to 

thank my host in Melbourne - Martin Jackson - for the great work he did which made my 

stay in Melbourne nice and memorable. 

 

Adrian Jackson: the very best dinner at the Mask of China restaurant… 

On the flight back to Sydney I was thinking about the big difficulties Australian musicians 

have in building tours in Australia. The distance between the jazz clubs are enormous and 

with the relatively low payment the musicians get, I couldn’t figure out how they were able to 
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tour. In Denmark (which is only 300 km from north to south) we have a funding system 

which supports Danish groups when they are on tour. Musicians can apply for money that 

covers most of their travel expenses. Denmark spends about AUD500,000 a year on that 

system. 

 

Lars Thorborg’s host in Melbourne Martin Jackson: he made my stay in Melbourne nice 

and memorable… 

I had a heavy programme in Sydney on my last two days. I saw the Soup Plus, Basement, and 

Quaynote venues. The Quaynote, now empty, was one of the locations Eric Myers and Peter 

Rechniewski were checking out as a likely venue for their proposed non-profit Sydney jazz 

club. It had a perfect location in The Rocks, and the rooms were the right size, but I was a 

little worried if there was enough space for the bar, club office, storage etc. Later that day I 

was interviewed by Jim McLeod at ABC Classic FM, and I sure loved his office with CDs and 

vinyls covering all four walls. 

The day after was mainly spent participating in meetings at Sydney Town Hall and at the 

Ministry for the Arts. Both meetings had one main topic: to try to create interest and support 

from the politicians for establishing a non-commercial jazz club in Sydney. I think both 

meetings went quite well, and I do believe that the Sydney jazz scene will reach this goal in 

the coming years. I know it would have an enormous artistic impact on the jazz music scene 

in Sydney. 

It was a real pleasure to discover that the way we run the Copenhagen JazzHouse in 

Denmark can be a strong and inspiring force on the other side of the world. With all respect 

to the work done at Side On Café, I certainly think Sydney needs a stronger main jazz club, 

presenting concerts at least five times a week. The Sydney musicians deserve it and I know 

from our experiences in Copenhagen, that the music, the audience and the musicians will 

benefit from a club like this. In the long term the City of Sydney will be able to harvest from 

the increasing jazz interest from locals as well as from tourists. 

Jazz music is an art form with a strong future, but it must be considered an art form like the 

other, older art forms which are lavishly funded, such as ballet, the opera and classical 

music. 


